We define a challenging and meaningful benchmark for genericity in language processing, namely the notion of generic program refactoring. We provide the first implementation of the benchmark based on functional strategic programming in Haskell. We use the basic refactoring of abstraction extraction as the running example. Our implementation comes as a functional programming framework with hot spots for the language-specific ingredients for refactoring, e.g., means for abstraction construction and destruction, and recognisers for name analysis. The language-parametric framework can be instantiated for various, rather different languages, e.g., Java, Prolog, Haskell, or XML schema.
Introduction
Refactoring The very term refactoring has recently been pushed a lot in the context of object-oriented programming, 1 but the related idea of semantics-preserving program transformation is as old as the notion of a high-level programming language (think of Fortran, Algol, APL, etc.). A proper program refactoring is meant to "improve" the internal structure of a program [7] , be it
• to make the program more comprehensible,
• to enable its reuse, or
• to prepare a subsequent adaptation.
In a broader sense, one might also include • program refinement, or
• manual optimisation.
It is usually assumed that a refactoring is initiated by the programmer who identifies a certain part or aspect of a program that needs to be changed, and who supplies program identifiers, points out source or target locations, or chooses among possible variations on a refactoring. This sets refactoring apart from fully automated transformations such as a optimisation in a compiler which is transparent for the programmer. Refactoring is also different from other forms of transformational programming where one is rather interested in the mathematical calculation of a usually efficient program from a specification [23, 2] . Typical refactorings are concerned with extracting or inlining abstractions, with moving around code between scopes, and with introducing or eliminating interfaces.
Generic refactoring
In the present paper, we investigate the idea of language-parametric or generic refactoring, more specifically the specification and implementation of the corresponding meta-programs that are parameterised by the object language. The running example will be the refactoring for abstraction extraction (simply extraction for short). Extraction captures a previously anonymous piece of code in a new (named) abstraction which is meant to document a well-defined piece of functionality. The extracted abstraction improves potential for reuse, and it simplifies subsequent adaptations of the relevant program part. Extraction amounts to the following two-step process as illustrated in Figure 1 for the skeleton of an abstract syntax tree:
. . . . . . Assuming that abstractions are potentially nested, the initial target location for the new abstraction is the next list of abstractions above the focus. Extraction is a building block of more complex refactorings in joint work with refactorings for code motion and others. Note that extraction make sense for every programming language, and often for even several abstraction mechanisms provided by a given programming language. This is what we call a generic refactoring.
A framework for generic refactoring
In the present paper, we use typed higher-order functional programming to specify an executable framework for generic refactoring. A disclaimer is in place: as we hint on in the title, this paper merely initiates such a framework by sketching its essentials, and focusing on simplified or idealised fragments and examples. The framework captures the following concepts involved in (generic) refactoring:
• the interface for constructing and destructing abstractions, • the atomic steps involved in the refactorings, • the treatment of focused program fragments, • the navigation on syntax trees with scopes, • the generic analyses needed for checking side conditions, and • the parameters for language-specific ingredients.
We use Haskell as the specification or implementation language. 2 We rely on generic functional programming in the Strafunski style. 3 This style is based on the notion of a functional strategy as introduced in [17] . A functional strategy is a first-class generic function which can traverse into terms while mixing uniform and typespecific behaviour. Functional strategies are essential to describe the traversals involved in (generic) refactorings. Such traversals typically deal with atomic transformations, helper analyses, and side conditions. 2 Haskell home page: http://www.haskell.org/ 3 Strafunski home page: http://www.cs.vu.nl/Strafunski/ Stra refers to strategies, fun refers to functional programming, and their harmonious composition is a homage to the music of Igor Stravinsky. 
Figure 2. Instances of abstraction extraction
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In Section 2, we give concrete examples of extraction. In Section 3, the Strafunski style of generic functional programming is briefly recalled while focusing on the idea of language-independent traversal. In Section 4, the framework for generic refactoring is worked out. In Section 5, framework instantiation is demonstrated using (a subset of) Java as an illustrative example. In Section 6, related work is discussed. In Section 7, the paper is concluded.
Examples
We take it for granted that just looking at extraction will provide us with enough of a motivation why generic refactoring is desirable and feasible. Clearly, one can as well consider the dual situation of extraction, that is, inlining, and one could also integrate helpers for code motion. In Figure 2 , we list a few instances of the extraction problem. Two things are worth mentioning. Firstly, extraction is immediately meaningful for entirely different paradigms. Secondly, extraction can be instantiated in different manners for even the same programming language. It is our firm claim that this is the case for most other refactorings as well.
An extraction sample in Haskell
A concrete extraction example is illustrated in Figure 3 . The example deals with a language-extension effort for an interpreter implementation of an imperative language. In the figure, the evolution of the datatype part of the Haskell program that implements the interpreter is shown. We extract the constituents of a program block (see focused, i.e., boxed fragment) to establish a dedicated syntactical domain Block. A subsequent adaptation refers to this new syntacti- cal domain Block to support a compound statement form for blocks. This scenario corresponds to a form of datatype refactoring. As an aside, the modification of the Haskell datatypes also implies a modification of the Haskell functions that refer to the datatypes.
An extraction sample in Java
Method extraction for Java is illustrated in Figure 4 (gracefully reused from [7] ). Method extraction works as follows. The focused statement constitutes the body of the extracted method. The arguments of the method are retrieved by a free variable analysis. Finally, the focused statement is replaced by a method invocation. This is a good example to indicate that refactoring usually requires side conditions to be met. As for a Java method extraction, we have to check that the focused fragment does not contain a return statement since a return will lead to a different control-flow once placed in another method. We also have to check that there are no assignments to non-instance variables declared outside the focused fragment since it would be difficult to propagate these side effects.
Another kind of extraction for Haskell
The Haskell example in Figure 5 illustrates function extraction as opposed to the earlier Haskell example that illustrated datatype extraction. We deal with yet another language-extension effort. The interpreter function for an imperative language is upgraded to cope Initial interpretation function inter :: 
After extraction and extension
Figure 5. Extraction and extension of a Haskell function
with varying forms of left-hand sides in assignments. That is, initially we only allow for a variable identifier, but ultimately we want to cope with array subscripts. Mere extraction only enables us to capture the initial treatment of left-hand sides (see the focused expression) as a helper function leval. Then, we have to perform an extension step which enriches the syntax of left-hand sides, and provides complementing pattern-match cases (see the second equation for leval). This example underlines two issues. Firstly, extraction makes sense for several forms of abstraction in a given programming language. Secondly, extraction (and other refactorings alike) are usually part of larger transformation pipelines.
Pointers
Extraction as characterised in the introduction and illustrated with the examples above is a prime refactoring. Further forms of extraction are discussed and embedded into a broader transformation context in [27, 25, 6, 22, 15, 16, 12 ].
Functional strategies
It is time to study how to capture generic refactorings. We basically use Haskell as a specification and implementation language. So we assume a fair amount of familiarity with typed functional programming. In addition, we employ the idiom of functional strategies as introduced in [17] (see the Strafunski web site for additional background material). The present section will briefly sketch this programming idiom, and link it to the problem of specifying (languageparametric) refactorings.
Generic function types
While implementing functionality for refactoring, or more generally, for program transformation, generic programming techniques are beneficial because transformation functionality usually deals with only a limited part of the object language's syntax. Many pieces of transformation functionality can be viewed as largely generic traversals over syntax trees. There are two principle schemes. Either we rewrite subterms in the given tree, or we gather information in the sense of an analysis. In accordance to this classification, there are two types of functional strategies, namely typepreserving strategies (TP for short) and type-unifying strategies (TU for short). We can also understand these two as instances of a more general type for functional strategies (cf. MG for monadic generic). For a homogeneous and general setup, all these function types are parameterised by a monad m. That is: 4
The types are universally quantified in the domain t because strategies are generic (say, polymorphic) functions. The monad parameter m allows us to deal with effects such as partiality or state. The parameter κ for co-domain construction in MG can be instantiated by either the identity type constructor I or the constant type constructor C to derive TP or TU, respectively. The class constraint Term t ⇒ ... points out that functional strategies go beyond parametrically polymorphic functions. We assume a Term interface for the user-supplied algebraic datatypes. This interface deals with traversal and type-specific customisation of functional strategies. 
Basic function combinators
In Figure 6 , we show all the basic combinators to apply, to inhabit, to compose, and to derive functional strategies. To start with, there are application combinators because strategies are functions. The result types of applyTP and applyTU resemble the above definition of TP and TU, although implicit quantification is used. These combinators are merely aliases for ordinary function application. Then, we have three nullary strategies idTP, constTU, and fail which correspond to the parametrically polymorphic inhabitants of the strategy types. That is:
Several combinators in Figure 6 work for both TP and TU as pointed out by MG in their types. There are three ways of binary strategy composition:
The combinator seq models sequential composition (i.e., the flipped monadic variation on "•"). The combinator pass applies two strategies to the same input term while passing the result of the first as an additional input to the second (i.e., a kind of let), The combinator choice combines alternative branches of a strategy (relying on the mplus operation of a MonadPlus). To give an example of a composed strategy, consider the following frequently used combinator which lifts a binary operation op to the strategy level, i.e., two strategies s and s are both applied to the input term, and the results are combined with op:
Customisation combinators
There are the adhoc combinators for type-specific customisation of strategies. Here is an example of a strategy with an ad-hoc case:
The strategy behaves like the identity function (cf. idTP) except for Booleans in which case it performs Boolean negation (cf. "¬").
One-layer traversal combinators
The last two combinators in Figure 8 serve for one-layer traversal, that is, for processing the immediate subterms (say, children) t 1 , . . . , t n of a constructor term f (t 1 ,...,t n ). Using the one-layer traversal combinators all and one, one can derive all kinds of recursive traversals by ordinary function definition. The all combinator processes all children whereas the one combinator process the leftmost child that admits success. In a type-preserving context, the combinators reconstruct the term; in particular the outermost constructor f is preserved. The type-unifying one returns the processed child.
The type-unifying all assumes that the unified type is a monoid, and it uses this interface to reduce the processed children. The nonrecursive one combinator and a typical derived recursive traversal scheme are illustrated in Figure 7 .
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The recursive traversal scheme operates top-down, left-to-right. 
Reusable traversal schemes
We define a number of traversal schemes in Figure 8 . These are quite essential building blocks for our framework for generic refactoring. To start with, the schemes allrec and onerec are the recursive versions of the one-layer traversal combinators all and one. Here we assume that we can identify a strategy s for processing nodes. Further we assume that the two results which are obtained by node processing and recursive descent can be combined by an (infix) operator op. The traversal schemes oncetd and oncebu are two refinements of onerec. The fact that we opt for choice (or flipped choice) in the argument position for op implies that these traversal schemes deal with one-hit traversal, that is, exactly one node at some level has to admit success when processed with s. The The argument e is the initial environment, and u is the strategy to update the environment before descent. Finally, the scheme above is concerned with paths in trees (say, terms). The combinator takes a node-processing strategy s, and a guarding strategy p (say, a predicate). The idea is to apply s to a node above another node for which p holds. In order to minimise the distance between the two nodes, the overall traversal is dominated by a bottom-up traversal (cf. oncebu) to find the bottom-most node which can be processed via s while p is met below this node (cf. oncetd).
A generic programming sample
Let us consider a concrete example which illustrates all the essential elements of functional strategies. This example will also further prepare us for the discussion of language-independent functionality as needed for generic refactoring. In Figure 9 , we define a Haskell function selectStatement to look up a focused statement fragment in a Java program. We can apply this function to any term type t. The result type involves the Maybe monad because the lookup might fail if no suitable focus is found. The function employs a type-unifying worker strategy selectStatementStrategy to traverse into the given term. One should notice the conciseness of this definition: from the mere size of the function it is clear that it only interacts with a tiny piece of Java syntax to perform focus lookup. The strategy is defined by two branches combined by infix choice: the first branch tries to recognise the focus, and the second branch implements recursive descent in case focus recognition fails. The focus recogniser is derived by customising the always failing strategy fail via adhocTU by a type-specific case for Java statements. This case checks if the given statement stat is of the form StatementFocus stat . Recursive descent is organised via the traversal combinator one which is appropriate because we expect to find one focused statement fragment.
Towards generic refactoring
The above definition of selectStatement is suboptimal for two reasons. Firstly, one would like to separate the generic and the typespecific functionality which is intertwined in selectStatement. Secondly, one would also like to describe focus look-up in terms of a reusable traversal scheme rather than wiring up a recursive traversal from scratch (as done in selectStatement). In fact, the first problem would also go away once we identify a traversal scheme because we might assume that the type-specific (and hence language-specific) functionality is explicitly passed to the traversal scheme via a designated parameter. In Figure 10 , we define a generic function se-lectFocus for focus look-up. The function selectFocus is defined without any commitment to a particular language syntax. We use a A generic piece of refactoring functionality selectFocus :
:
A language-specific instantiation the credo underlying our framework for generic refactoring: to clearly separate the language-independent part of refactoring from language-specific ingredients.
The framework
The framework for generic refactoring is structured as follows.
Firstly, generic algorithms are offered to perform simple analyses and transformations as needed in the course of refactoring. Secondly, an abstraction interface is provided to deal with the relevant abstractions of a language. Thirdly, the actual generic refactorings are defined in terms of generic algorithms and against the abstraction interface. We discuss the generic refactoring for abstraction extraction and a helper for introduction. The specifications of both the generic algorithms and the refactorings carry formal parameters for the language-specific ingredients. These parameters and the obligation to provide instances of the abstraction interface form the "hot spots" of the framework. The details of framework instantiation are discussed in the subsequent section.
Generic algorithms
For the sake of a well-structured framework, the specification of a refactoring should preferably be composed from simple steps with designated roles such as guard, analysis and transformation. In the present section, we provide some reusable candidates for such steps in the form of generic algorithms. Firstly, we provide algorithms to determine free or bound names in different manners. Secondly, we provide functionality to operate on a focus or in a scope.
Name analyses
The following analyses allow refactorings to determine free and bound variables in a given scope. Here we make several assumptions. Firstly, names arise from all kinds of abstractions available in the given language. Secondly, the programming language is free to regulate name space issues, that is, the various kinds of abstractions might live in one name space, or in separate name spaces. Thirdly, we basically distinguish two kinds of occurrences of names, namely declaring and referring occurrences. Fourthly, as for typed languages, declarations can be associated with types which were either prescribed in the input program, or inferred by a corresponding algorithm.
Based on these assumptions, generic name analyses are specified in Figure 11 . 5 These functions receive type-unifying strategy arguments declared and referenced in order to identify declaring and
The function runIdentity is a standard function to take a computation out of the trivial Identity monad. The function smlift lifts strategies from one monad to another in case the latter is derived from the former by monad transformation (definition omitted).
Generic free name analysis algorithm --Free names with types freeTypedNames declared referenced types t = filter (λe → elem (fst e) names) types where names = freeNames declared referenced t Figure 11 . Name analyses referring occurrences of names for the language at hand. Otherwise, these functions are ordinary polymorphic functions from terms to lists (say, sets) of possibly typed names. The analyses employ type-unifying worker strategies that collect the corresponding sets of names by means of appropriate traversals.
Let us explain the three functions in Figure 11 in detail:
• The function freeNames determines the set of free names in a given term. We use the traversal scheme allrec from Figure 8 .
The node-processing strategy for allrec is obtained by pairing declared and referenced via liftop2 (, ). The combination strategy for allrec is defined as liftop2 combine. In words: the set of free names corresponds to the union of the referenced names refs at the present node, and the free names recs found for the subtrees, except (cf., "\\") the declared names decs at the present node (where map is used to get rid of types).
• The function boundTypedNames determines all bound names and their types for a focused fragment. The focus is recognised via the unwrap argument. The analysis employs the traversal scheme oncepe from Figure 8 so that the relevant declarations are determined and inherited while descending into the given term. The node processor stop performs first unwrap, and if this succeeds, then it returns the inherited declarations paired with the focused term (cf. "(, )"). During recursive descent, the strategy bind is used to take declarations at the current node into account while unionBy makes sure that higher priority is given to the new declarations decs rather than to the inherited declarations.
• Recall that the function freeNames only returns names because we do not assume that a referring occurrence of a name necessarily exhibits a type for the relevant name. The function freeTypedNames qualifies the free names obtained by freeNames according to the name-type pairs received via an argument env. We assume that env represents the types of names that hold in the given term. This environment might have been obtained via the function boundTypedNames.
Focus and scope
In addition to the above generic analyses, we also need basic transformation steps to specify generic refactorings. In the sequel, we just describe two of these steps, namely those which are needed for extraction and the introduction helper. In Figure 12 , we specify functions for focus replacement, and for marking a term which serves as a host of a focused term in the sense of scoping.
Replace the focus replaceFocus :: (Term t, Term t )
Mark a host of a focused entity markHost ::
--Output term markHost testFocus wrapHost = applyTP (host 'above' focus) where host = adhocTP fail (Just • wrapHost) focus = adhocTU fail (guard • testFocus)
Figure 12. Functions to deal with focus and scope
We discuss the two functions in detail:
• Focus replacement is very similar to focus look-up that was used as an illustrative example in Section 3. We again employ the traversal scheme oncetd, but this time in a type-preserving context. The function replaceFocus is parameterised by a monomorphic function trafo which is meant to recognise the focus and to perform an appropriate replacement. We use ad-hocTP to lift this focus transformer to the generic level. The use of the Maybe monad expresses again that we maybe do not succeed finding a focused term, but also that the transformation on the focus might fail because of unsatisfied side conditions.
• The function markHost deals with two nodes, a "focus node" and a "host node" -the latter above the former. In generic refactoring, we typically use the term host to denote something like a list of abstractions, say a level of scoping. The arguments testFocus and wrapHost serve for the recognition of a focused subterm and for marking of a hosting subterm. The use of the traversal scheme above (cf. Figure 8 ) makes sure that we find the hosting term next to the focused term. Note that focus recognition serves as predicate for above while host marking is the type-preserving node processor for above.
The abstraction interface
Most refactorings deal with declaration and application forms of abstractions in a language. This is clearly the case for extraction.
To anticipate this role of abstractions in our framework, we design an abstraction interface. In general, the use of such an interface implies that we can define program transformations without commitment to any language syntax but the transformations use the interface functions instead. In Figure 13 6 , we define the interface as a multi-parameter Haskell class Abstraction where the parameters serve as place holders for syntactical domains involved in abstractions and applications thereof. The class members model observers and constructors for the corresponding syntactical constructs. Instead of using a class, we could also use explicit parameterisation to pass around observers and constructors. The functional dependencies [9] in the class declaration state all the relations between the syntactical domains. These dependencies are like sanity checks for instantiation, and they also contribute to the disambiguation of overloaded program parts involving the abstraction interface.
We make the following further assumptions regarding the abstraction interface:
• The class members are potentially partial as pointed out by the Maybe monad in all the result types. Failure might be used to communicate that ingredients do not fit together during construction, e.g., a name for one kind of abstraction in an attempt to build another kind of abstraction, or that fragments are not in the required normal form for observation.
• Parameter lists of abstractions and applications are represented as lists of name-type pairs. This is a convenient fit with the generic analyses for free and bound typed names.
• Actual parameters of applications are assumed to be names rather than more arbitrary expressions. This is immediately sufficient for extraction. In general, we might provide a designated normalisation. or we might opt for a generalised constructor. • The domain name is used for both names of abstractions and names of parameters. This is well in line with the assumption for a single domain of all kinds of names as articulated for the generic analyses above. Similarly, the parameter tpe is a place holder for types of all possible forms of abstractions, although the class Abstraction only uses it for the types of actual and formal parameters.
Generic refactoring
We are now in the position to assemble the specifications of extraction and its helper for the introduction of a new abstraction.
Extraction
The parameterised transformation function that models extraction is given in Figure 14 . The first six parameters are framework parameters, that is, these parameters need to be fixed if a concrete, language-specific refactoring for extraction is derived. The first two parameters declared and referenced correspond to the ingredients for the name analyses. The parameter unwrap specifies how to recognise the focused fragment which is subject to extraction. The two parameters wrap and unwrap deal with establishing and removing a focus on lists of abstractions. This second kind of focus is relevant for the introduction step of extraction. Finally, the parameter check prepares for language-specific conditions that need to hold for the focused entity. Otherwise, the final two parameters name and prog just correspond to the user-supplied name for the new abstraction, and the input program.
The actual specification of the extraction refactoring is merely a list of simpler steps for analyses, guards, construction, and transformations:
1. We descend into the given program to look up the focused fragment and to accumulate the bound names on the way.
2. We determine the names that are free in the focused fragment.
3. The language-specific context conditions are tested (cf. guard (check ···)).
4. The abstraction is constructed from the user-supplied name, the free names for the parameters, and the focused fragment serving as body.
5.
We mark the relevant list of abstractions (cf. markHost) subject to abstraction introduction.
6. The actual insertion of the constructed abstraction is performed via the separate refactoring introduce (see below).
7.
We construct an application of the new abstraction using again the free names as the actual parameters.
8. The focused fragment is replaced by the application of the new abstraction (cf. replaceFocus).
Generic introduction
We assumed above that the insertion of a new abstraction is subject to a separate refactoring. This is a sensible choice because introduction can be used on its own, or as a step in further refactorings, e.g., for code motion. Introduction is simple. If the abstraction to be introduced is given, and the target location is known, then we only need to navigate to the relevant location and extend the relevant list of abstractions. We better make sure that the inserted abstraction does not interfere with the preexisting abstractions in a program. That is, the name of the new abstraction should neither be bound nor free in the scope of the target list of abstractions. We assume that introduction operates on an input program where the target location is identified by means of focusing.
The specification of the generic introduction refactoring is given in Figure 15 . The parameters of introduce are the ingredients for the name analyses, and the recognition function for the focused list of abstractions. Introduction amounts to an application of the replaceFocus operator where we postfix focus recognition (cf. unwrap) with the following steps: 
Framework instantiation
The (emerging) framework for generic refactoring can be instantiated for a wide range of languages, among them Haskell, definite clause programs, XML schema, syntax definitions, Pascal, and Java. In the present section, we explain the overall approach to framework instantiation while we have chosen the popular Java subset JOOS as a running example. 7 The resulting instance of the framework will allow us to perform method extraction [7] in the sense of Figure 4 from the examples section. We start this section with a general discussion of the properties which we expect from language-specific refactorings, say an instance of the framework. Then, we discuss framework instantiation according to the structure of the framework, that is:
• supplement of the ingredients for the generic algorithms, • instantiation of the abstraction interface, and • derivation of the language-specific refactorings.
Properties
A refactoring is supposed to be semantics-preserving. One can at best argue that the framework provides a useful skeleton to establish semantics-preserving refactorings, but the actual claim of semantics preservation can only be made for an instance of the framework. Another relevant property is static correctness meaning whether the resulting program is guaranteed to be in accordance with the static semantics of the language. Here we adhere to the attitude that refactorings do not necessarily need to check if static correctness holds because this can always be done in a subsequent step by using a reference implementation of the static semantics as a checking facility. This approach is more economic in that a refactoring framework will not need to recapture large portions of the static semantics. By contrast, it is unavoidable that the refactoring itself enforces semantics preservation because there is no acceptable way to ensure that post-priori. That is, it would be unrealistic to ask the programmer to perform jointly refactoring and verification.
Let us analyse how these properties can be established for the sample refactorings extract and introduce. The non-interference test for introduction, more specifically the test that the new name is not free in the focused list of abstractions is sufficient to ensure semantics preservation. Static correctness is not implied by our specification because we accept any abstraction without performing a static check if the abstraction can be integrated. Hence, we have to assume that type errors in the extended program are recognised in a subsequent phase. As for extraction, the property of semantics preservation relies on language-specific side conditions on the focused fragment as anticipated by the framework parameter check. This will be illustrated with the JOOS instance below. As for static correctness, we rely on a faithful instantiation of the generic free name analysis and the abstraction interface. The name analysis must properly determine all names that are free in the focused fragment. The abstraction constructor must convert names into formal parameters, and use the focused fragment as the abstraction's body. Then static correctness is implied. 7 For completeness' sake, the abstract syntax of JOOS is included in the Appendix. JOOS was originally designed by Laurie Hendren. The language has been used in various research projects and university courses in the last few years in various locations. 
Ingredients for generic algorithms
We need to identify the language-specific ingredients of the framework's generic algorithms. This involves the identification of the relevant pieces of language syntax. Firstly, we define the kinds of focus relevant for the planned JOOS refactorings. Secondly, we define the JOOS-specific ingredients for name analyses.
Focus
We need two kinds of focus for the upcoming JOOS refactorings. Firstly, the focus for extraction of JOOS method declarations is concerned with statements. Secondly, the focus for insertion of JOOS method declarations is of the type of lists of method declarations. These kinds of focus are specified in Figure 16 . As one can see, the syntactical domains Statement and MethodDecl are assumed to admit designated focus constructors StatementFocus and Method-DeclFocus. The functions for wrapping and unwrapping a focus term constructor are then trivially defined. These functions will be useful to resolve hot spots.
Name analysis
In Figure 17 , the domains of JOOS names and types are identified. We again restrict ourselves to forms of names and types which are relevant for the upcoming refactorings. Relying on these domains, type-unifying functions for the identification of certain kinds of names are identified. In JOOS, we have a single name space for variables, methods, and method arguments. Hence, the type for JOOS names coincides with the syntactical domain Identifier of the JOOS language as opposed to a disjoint union of some kinds of names. As for the kinds of types in JOOS, we only care about expression types. Note that they are relevant for formal parameters of extracted methods. Ultimately, method and class types would be required for further refactorings.
While the framework does only separate declared and referenced variables, we need a more precise separation for JOOS. In a language like JOOS, one can have side effects, and hence we should also separate defining (say, assigning) references and using references. We will later see that this distinction is actually mandatory for the correct instantiation of the extraction refactoring. Consequently, we have the following generic functions for name identification: • The function definedJoos identifies left-hand side references in JOOS assignments (cf. constructor Assignment).
• The function usedJoos identifies identifiers in expressions. Again, the patterns were selected based on a simple analysis what JOOS usage patterns of names would be relevant for the upcoming refactorings, namely identifiers in the sense of references to attributes, temporary variables, and method parameters (cf. constructor Identifier).
• Finally, we compose definedJoos and usedJoos with liftop2 (+ +) to also be able to identify references of any kind via referencedJoos.
We should note that these specific details look (almost) literally the same for full Java because we are not concerned with the additional constructs of Java anyway. 
Instantiation of the abstraction interface
In this phase of the framework instantiation, we need to identify all the forms of abstractions relevant for refactorings. This will usually concern several abstractions, e.g., methods and classes in an object-oriented language. For these forms of abstractions, we need to supply an instance of the abstraction interface. In fact, we do not need to instantiate the interface for all possible abstractions but only for those which need to be observed and constructed.
While we restrict ourselves to method extraction for JOOS method declarations, a more complete treatment should indeed also cover JOOS class declarations. This is desirable because classes are involved in many interesting object-oriented refactorings. In Fig 19 . JOOS method extraction and introduction by specialisation ure 18, the Abstraction interface is instantiated for JOOS method declarations. The actual specification is straightforward. Observers are more or less encoded by pattern matching to return the corresponding fragments of a JOOS method declaration. In the case of parameter lists, we have to map over them to turn them into the format of name-type pairs as assumed in the framework. Constructors group the ingredients in the intended way, e.g., an abstraction is of the following form:
MethodDecl Nothing n (Formals f ps) b
Here, Nothing means that we do not provide an explicit type, n is the name of the method, fps is the list of formal parameters (wrapped by Formals), and b is the block or the body of the method. Note how the abstraction interface and the model for the generic algorithms for name analyses interact via the domains for JOOS names and types. The instance also documents that constructors might be partial: we insist on the list of name-type pairs to deal only with expression types.
Language-specific refactorings
The ultimate step in framework instantiation is the derivation of language-specific refactorings. Most of the corresponding ingredients were made available in the previous phases but it remains to work out ingredients that are specifically needed for a given refactoring such as language-specific checks. After that, the ultimate derivation of the language-specific refactorings amounts to mere parameter passing.
In Figure 19 , the refactorings for extraction and introduction of JOOS method declarations are derived from the generic ones. As for extraction, we need to define the JOOS-specific requirements for a valid extraction of a method. The helper function check is a Boolean function on the focused fragment that is further parameterised by the declarations which are valid in the focus. As for JOOS, we need to check two properties (cf. binary and). Firstly, no return statements can be allowed in the focused fragment. This is checked via a simple traversal noReturns. Secondly, there are no free variables defined in the focused fragment. The corresponding worker noFrees relies on the generic algorithm freeNames for free variable analysis while definedJoos is employed as the recogniser of referring occurrences because defining occurrences are suspicious. 8
Related work
Forms of program transformation with relevance to refactoring are typically studied with more commitment to a particular paradigm or even a specific programming language: object-oriented programs [22, 7, 17] , logic programs [27, 25] , (higher-order) functional programs [25, 1, 14, 29] , grammars or syntax definitions [24, 15] , preprocessing [6, 12] , and XML [16] . Commitment to a more specific setting allows one to make more technical contributions, to supply a refactoring framework which is immediately useful for the given language. Refactoring browsers [20, 28] are based on such commitment. Our generic setting allows us to make a conceptual contribution, namely an umbrella for refactoring approaches. Our framework is original in that the technicalities of refactoring such as focus, scope, name analyses, construction, and destruction are treated in a generic (i.e., language-parametric) manner. Our framework comes as an executable specification.
An important initial contribution to the idea of generic transformations originated from the Stratego project [31] where traversal schemes have been identified as reusable building blocks of program transformations. In [30] , basic traversal schemes but also algorithms for variable analysis, unification, and substitution were specified in Stratego. We cover such algorithms in the lower tier of our framework together with generic functionality for focusing, abstraction processing and others. We also establish a higher tier with the generic refactorings. Stratego is a language with prime support for term traversal, but without strong typing, and without support for general higher-order functions. We contend that these additional features make our functional strategic setup more suitable for highly parameterised frameworks.
Our approach is integrated with ordinary functional programming, with the notion of (first-order) abstract syntax in the sense of algebraic datatypes in functional programming. A completely different approach has been proposed in the context of the Ergo project at CMU: the use of higher-order abstract syntax [26] for program representation and program manipulation. To execute the corresponding specifications, one depends on specific language support, as available for example in λProlog. By viewing binding constructs of a language as higher-order terms in this setting, one obtains a very much different style of rewriting where some issues like keeping track of free or bound names are very concisely handled. It is almost mandatory to also attempt a framework for generic refactoring based on higher-order abstract syntax. We consider this as a topic of future work.
Previous work in the programming language field has lead to se-mantical frameworks [19, 21] , or reusable libraries for executable language definition [5, 10] . Our generic refactoring effort addresses yet another dimension of reuse in language design and implementation: it emphasises the transformation dimension. We do not argue that a framework like the one we have proposed is particularly strong because it would enable reuse of program transformations in actual end-user tools such as convenient-to-use refactoring browsers. This would be like saying that modular semantics has significantly simplified compiler implementation in practice. We rather think that ... the ability to capture commonalities in different programming languages as executable specifications provides key insight into language design.
Concluding remarks
Contribution
We have shown how program transformations for refactoring can be represented in a language-parametric manner using functional strategic programming as a sufficiently expressive and concise specification medium. Our framework is designed in a way that one can instantiate it for different languages (say, XML schema, Java, Cobol, Haskell, Prolog, . . . ). The framework for generic refactoring identifies common building blocks for program transformation.
In the present paper, our primary intention was to clearly articulate the basic idea of generic refactoring. The idea was illustrated with the refactoring for abstraction extraction and a trivial helper for introduction. It is immediately clear that the dual refactorings for inlining and elimination do not pose any challenge. From our ongoing experiments it is also clear that certain useful refactorings for code motion are easily covered, e.g., refactorings for lifting and dropping abstractions [8, 3, 4] , say to move around abstractions in nested scopes.
Availability
The evolving framework for generic refactoring is part of the Strafunski distribution but the precise code shown in the paper together with a modest test environment is available from the paper's web site. 9 The test environment includes demos of JOOS refactorings. There are positive and negative test cases. The available framework could be viewed as a reference implementation of a challenging and useful benchmark for generic programming. Our preliminary impression is that the features combined in functional strategic programming are very well-suited, if not essential, to achieve a concise and truly generic specification of refactorings. These are the features which we think are important:
• generic term traversal (for language independence),
• type-specific customisation (for hot-spots configurability),
• higher-orderness (for parameterisation and conciseness), and
• types (for comprehensibility and sanity checks).
Perspective
Our initiative should be continued to gather a somewhat complete and powerful set of refactorings. One pragmatic and systematic way to achieve this goal would be by means of a case study. That is, one attempts to extract generic refactorings from well-established, extensive, language-specific catalogues. Possible candidates are the object-oriented catalogues in [22, 7] . Another topic for future work is to go beyond refactorings in the strict sense, that is, to also allow for adaptations which add (or even remove) computational behaviour [27, 13] , e.g., in the sense of adaptive [18] or aspectoriented programming [11] . Yet another topic for future work is research on reusable dialogue models underlying transformations such as refactorings. We would like to understand how to design these dialogues, how to reason about them, instantiate them, reuse them, and integrate them with the actual transformational framework.
